The Office of Student Conduct's Standard Disciplinary Sanctions Chart

- **Disciplinary Reprimand**: A written expression of disapproval with encouragement to change behavior. This standard disciplinary sanction does not have an associated probation level.
- **Disciplinary Probation**: Lower level of probation set for a duration of time. Further violations may lead to more severe standard disciplinary sanctions.
- **Deferred Suspension**: Lowest level of probation set for a duration of time. Supersedes all other probations. Further violations may lead to a recommendation for suspension.
- **Suspension**: Highest level of probation set for a duration of time. Supersedes all other probations. Further violations may lead to a recommendation for suspension.
- **Expulsion**: Permanent termination of registration with no ability to be reinstated.

Terms:
- Permanent termination of registration with no ability to be reinstated.
- Expulsion: Termination of all registrations. Student will not be allowed to register for classes for a disclosed period of time. Student must complete the suspension clearance process.
- Suspension: Disclosure of probation level for a duration of time. Further violations may lead to a recommendation for suspension.
- Deferred Suspension: Disclosure of probation level for a duration of time. Further violations may lead to recommendation for suspension.
- Disciplinary Probation: Disclosure of probation level for a duration of time. Further violations may lead to more severe standard disciplinary sanctions.
- Disciplinary Reprimand: Written expression of disapproval with encouragement to change behavior. This standard disciplinary sanction does not have an associated probation level.